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SPECTACULAR
Sherrilyn Kenyon
Dragonbane

The next installment in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunter series!

Out of all the mysterious boarders who call Sanctuary home, no one is more antisocial or withdrawn than Maxis Drago. But then, it's hard to blend in with the modern world when you have a fifty foot wingspan.

Centuries ago, he was cursed by an enemy who swore to see him fall. An enemy who took everything from him and left him forever secluded.

But Fate is a bitch, with a wicked sense of humor. And when she throws old enemies together and threatens the wife he thought had died centuries ago, he comes back with a vengeance. Modern day New Orleans has become a battleground for the oldest of evils. And two dragons will hold the line, or go down in flames.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
*In hardcover Dragonbane was a top ten New York Times bestseller, and also hit the Publishers Weekly and USA Today bestseller lists.
*Kenyon is also a #1 New York Times bestseller in the Young Adult category for her Dark-Hunter spin-off series, The Chronicles of Nick.
*Her Dark-Hunter and Chronicles of Nick series are soon to be major motion pictures.

"[A] publishing phenomenon . . . [Sherrilyn Kenyon is] the reigning queen of the wildly successful paranormal scene . . . Just one example of arguably the most in-demand and prolific authors in America these days." - Publishers Weekly

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SUPER LEAD

Patrick Lee

Signal

National bestselling thriller, *Runner*, introduced ex-Special Forces operative Sam Dryden. Now he's back, at the top of his game!

Sam Dryden is a man with a past -- some parts tragic, some parts heroic, a great deal of it classified. Now he's trying to move on from this past, doing everything he can to live a quiet life. But sometimes, his past won't leave him alone. Late at night, Sam gets an urgent call from an old colleague. She needs his help, right now, with something she won't discuss over the phone. Without hesitation, Sam agrees to meet her and the two of them race to a remote shack in the California foothills, and rescue four kidnapped girls just in time. Then, at the insistence of his friend, they flee into the night, just ahead of the arriving police and FBI team.

That's when Dryden learns the real secret behind the mission and realizes that he's in the greatest danger of his life, in a game with the highest possible stakes. Now it will take everything Dryden has -- his skills, his intelligence, his training -- to not only save himself and his friends, but the world itself.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

*Sam Dryden, ex-special forces operative is back in an adrenaline fueled thriller that will satisfy fans of Jack Reacher.  
*National bestselling author Patrick Lee's first four books have been on the *New York Times*, the *USA Today*, and the *Publishers Weekly* bestseller lists.  
*The mass market edition of *Runner* spent two weeks on the *Publishers Weekly* bestseller list, and total sales and sell through were fantastic.  
*The mass market of *Signal* will tie-in to the new hardcover coming Spring 2016.  
*Visit PatrickLeeFiction.com

ALSO AVAILABLE:
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Chevy Stevens

Always Watching

Family secrets and missing memories collide in this novel from The New York Times bestselling author of Still Missing

Psychiatrist Nadine Lavoie has a true desire to help people put their demons at rest. But she has demons of her own. When a new patient, Heather Simeon, is brought to the Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit after a suicide attempt, Nadine is assigned to work with her. As Nadine gently coaxes the story out of Heather, she learns of some troubling parallels to their lives. Nadine is forced to confront her own history, and the damage that began when she and her brother were brought by their mother to a commune by a river on remote Vancouver Island. As the dual stories unfold, Nadine finds herself drawn to uncover her own secrets and learn why you can sometimes leave the past, but you can never escape.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Chevy Stevens has had wonderful success with the mass market of Still Missing with over 150,000 copies shipped and over a 50% sell through.
* We are publishing the trade paperback of Those Girls in May 2016, leading into the new summer hardcover publication.
* Chevy's work has been praised by everyone from Gillian Flynn to Lisa Gardner to Kathy Reichs.
* Chevy Stevens won the Best First Novel Award from the International Thriller Writers Association for Still Missing.

"A harrowing tale of manipulation that got under my skin by the end of the first chapter." - Linwood Barclay on Always Watching

"Always Watching grabbed me from page one. Its story of power, murder, and family secrets is seductive and sinister. Dr. Nadine Lavoie is a tenacious, compassionate heroine." - Meg Gardiner on Always Watching

ALSO AVAILABLE:

LEAD

Emily March

Reunion Pass

Fall in love with this heartwarming new romance in the New York Times bestselling Eternity Springs series from Emily March.

Chase Timberlake is a hometown success. He travels the world as a photographer with Thrill-seekers, Inc., a sports adventure television show on cable TV with his fiancée, the show's host and former swimsuit model. Everything is perfect, until one moment changes his life forever, sending him back home to Eternity Springs a changed man.

To Lori Murphy, Chase Timberlake is the one who got away. After high school, they recognized that their young adult dreams and desires were taking them in different directions, so they'd decided to go their separate ways. She tells herself it was the right decision, even if news of his engagement knocked her flat. Now a successful vet, Lori is returning home to carve out a place for herself in the scenic town, but what will happen when she comes face-to-face with the only man she's ever loved?

KEY SELLING POINTS:
* Emily March is the author of nine previous Eternity Springs novels for Ballantine Books. This New York Times bestselling series has moved to St. Martin's Press!
* Combined, the first seven books in the Eternity Springs series have netted over 500,000 copies.
* The Eternity Springs small town romance series has captured the hearts of readers and reviewers alike, receiving starred reviews from Publishers Weekly and RT Bookreviews, and with USA Today raving that the books have has "passion, romance, and moments that will touch your heart."

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Alexandra Hawkins

You Can't Always Get the Marquess You Want

The next novel in the wildly charming and sexy Regency series from USA Today bestselling author Alexandra Hawkins

Lord "Chance" Fairlamb has no idea why Lady Tempest, daughter of Lord Norgrave, is off-limits. Nor does he truly care. Watching the tempting beauty from afar for years, Chance desires nothing more than to steal away this gorgeous goddess and show her all the pleasure he can give her.

Lady Tempest wishes she didn't give a whit about the handsome Lord Fairlamb and his seductive tactics. She's on the lookout for any chance to escape him—their families are sworn enemies, after all. But Chance is ever so persistent and eager to please her, and if he keeps tempting her with kisses—and coaxing out hidden desires—she may have to succumb to the enemy after all.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Next in the brand new series, The Masters of Seduction! Alexandra Hawkins is back with a wicked and sensual Regency series that fans of sexy historicals will flock to.
* In Alexandra's last series, Dusk with a Dangerous Duke, After Dark with a Scoundrel, and Sunrise with a Notorious Lord all hit the USA Today bestseller list!
* The Masters of Seduction is a sexy Regency romance series where the bad boys of high society meet the unforgettable women they cannot resist.
* The series will be published on a 5 month schedule to maximize sales.
* Perfect for fans of Lisa Kleypas and Mary Balogh.

"Fans of the series will relish this last book, bringing all the characters back together for one last stand." RT Book Reviews on Twilight with the Infamous Earl

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Lora Leigh

Guilty Pleasure

From New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh comes Guilty Pleasure in mass market for the first time!

Marty Matthews swore she would never allow herself to be drawn into the secret pleasures that the women she had grown up with had been drawn into. Women who had married or who had loved the men of the Club. Now, working as an agent for the FBI, she's drawn to the one man she know she can't have. Khalid.

Her boss is convinced Khalid is involved in a plot to destroy secretive plans between his uncle and the President to strengthen US ties in the Middle East, and he wants Marty to prove it. That means getting close to a man who is dangerous to her body...and her heart.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* We released Forbidden Pleasure (1/11), Wicked Pleasure (5/12), and Only Pleasure (3/13) in mass market expanding Lora Leigh's readership, and Guilty Pleasure is sure to please her new fans!
* Perfect for those craving intensity and emotion combined with strong plot and a scorching love story.

"Scorching hot and a lot of fun. Readers who like strong heroines, mysterious heroes and erotica with a side of suspense will love this one." -RT Book Reviews

"Guilty Pleasure is a rich, delicious story that's filled with action, adventure and the sizzling hot sensuality that author Lora Leigh is known for." -Fallen Angels

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Michael Savage

Countdown to Mecca

From The New York Times bestselling author of Abuse of Power and A Time for War, comes a powerful new thriller!

A plane bound for Jordan goes down in the Caspian Sea. The crash yields no survivors—save the hijacker—and a cask containing an agent of unprecedented destructive potential is missing. A terrorist attack has been put into motion, and the resulting chaos might be enough to push America toward another costly war.

The one man who might be able to stop the attack is Jack Hatfield, a freelance reporter who has never shied away from controversy. When his half-brother Sammy calls him, saying that his neighbor overheard something she shouldn't have and now both their lives are in danger, Jack realizes he's stumbled upon a conspiracy to destroy Mecca. Now he must uncover who is behind the plot and stop them—or else witness the collapse of the world into global destruction.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

· In January 2014, Savage was given the prime East Coast Drive time slot. This is Prime Time and he is now in nearly all Cumulus Markets and has huge reach.
· Savage's first novel, Abuse of Power, hit #4 on the New York Times bestseller list in it's first week on-sale, spent five weeks on the NYT list.
· The Savage Nation has an audience of 10 million listeners on over 400 stations across the United States. His is the 3rd most listened to radio talk show in the country.
*Visit www.MichaelSavage.wnd.com

"[A Time for War] unfolds crisply and efficiently, if not with all that much suspense. And Savage portrays Hatfield's circle of friends and supporters with affection. . . . Who says radio hosts are all talk? In Savage's cool-tempered thriller, hero Jack Hatfield uncovers a Chinese plot and saves the nation."-Kirkus Reviews on A Time for War

"Power fiction, tinged with terrorism and intrigue, with an old school, rough and tumble journalist as its hero." -The Washington Times

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SMP LEAD

David L. Golemon

The Mountain

The Event Group faces an impossible mission in the newest adrenaline rush from The New York Times bestselling author of Carpathian

In 1863, a secret meeting takes place between legendary war leaders. Their mission is to bring back the remnants of pre-history's greatest ship which may lie atop a mountain inside the fierce Ottoman Empire.

In 2007, America's darkest agency, the Event Group, was tasked by the President to return a famous former astronaut on a mission to find Noah's Ark. It will be up to the Director of Security at Department 5656, Major Jack Collins and his team to rescue the expedition from forces that will kill to keep the artifacts inside Turkey.

THE MOUNTAIN is the latest entry in a series that ratchets up the suspense with each installment. Combining the action of James Rollins and Matthew Reilly, David L. Golemon sets the bar even higher with his New York Times bestselling series.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* This is the most action-oriented Event Group novel yet. This is a pulse-pounding page-turner from beginning to end.
* Golemon served in the US Army in Special Operations. His insider knowledge creates a true, vivid account of the elite Event Group.
* Golemon has his own website (EventGroupFiles.com) and he's active in the world of sci-fi/action/adventure blogs and sites.
* With the success of James Rollins and others, this action/adventure market has never been hotter.

* Visit EventGroupFiles.com

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Maggie McGinnis

Heart Like Mine

The second novel in the heartwarming Echo Lake series from *USA Today* bestseller Maggie McGinnis

Delaney Blair thought she was a shoo-in for the CFO position at Vermont's Mercy Hospital, but another candidate has appeared, and his mission to close the pediatric department has the board salivating. Now she's got thirty days to prove she can keep pediatrics off the chopping block, and to do so she'll need one particular pediatrician, assuming she can get past the nurses who don't want her anywhere near their sainted -and incredibly hot- doctor.

Dr. Joshua Mackenzie has too many patients, too few hours, and way too much paperwork already, and now he's got a financial analyst in a sexy suit breathing down his back. Determined to keep things professional, long hours force them closer together. But when an emergency brings them to their knees, they realize tomorrow isn't guaranteed, and that maybe it's time for them to admit their forevers are intertwined.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

* *Heart Like Mine* is the second novel in the Echo Lake trilogy, which we will publish on a 6 month schedule. The first book, *Forever This Time* will pub in October 2014. *Heart Like Mine* will be followed by *You've Got a Way.*

* Heart of the Market read: *Heart Like Mine* is a charming story of two strong-willed individuals, quirky small-town Vermont, and attraction you just can't fight.

* Award-winning author: Maggie McGinnis was a Golden Heart Finalist in 2011.

* *USA Today* bestselling author: Maggie McGinnis's debut novel, *The Accidental Cowgirl*, was published in October 2013 by Loveswept, and hit the *USA Today* bestselling list at #114.

"Maggie McGinnis writes the kind of characters that keep you smiling long after you turn the page."-*USA Today* bestselling author Katie Lane

"Maggie McGinnis is a writer with a talent for both humor and emotion."-*New York Times* bestselling author Lori Handeland, aka Lori Austin, author of *The Lone Warrior*

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

Melissa Cutler

One Hot Summer

Welcome to Dulcet, Texas, where one woman will discover that even love is bigger in the Lone Star State.

When wedding planner Remedy Lane buys a one-way ticket out of Hollywood to Texas, she never expects to meet firefighter and fire marshal Micah Garrity...or that they're destined to clash with each other over every extravagant wedding she plans at Briscoe Ranch Resort. He's the killjoy who might just kill her career before it's off the ground, but even he can't stop the sparks that fly between them. When Hollywood invades Ravel County so Remedy can plan the celebrity wedding of the year, she's caught between the glamorous life she grew up in and the sleepy rural town she could see herself being happy in...especially if she had Micah by her side. When Micah senses Remedy's indecision, he realizes he loves her and knows it'll take everything he's got to convince her to stay. He never expected that his heart would get roped by a jet-setting city gal, but there's no denying what feels so irresistibly right.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Romance readers love Western romances and are highly popular in today's market. Set on the Briscoe Ranch Resort, first introduced in the holiday e-original story The Mistletoe Effect, One Hot Summer blends great contemporary and Western romance.
* One Hot Summer combines favorite romance tropes, endearing characters, and a healthy dose of sexual chemistry for a wonderful read.
* Melissa Cutler writes the acclaimed Catcher Creek series with Kensington, which includes The Trouble with Cowboys and How to Rope a Real Man, as well as romantic suspense series with Harlequin and Penguin.
* We will have gorgeous packaging for the print books in this series that follow the fabulous look established for The Mistletoe Effect.

"Melissa Cutler is a bright new voice in contemporary romance" - New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
NetGalley Outreach
Extensive Blog Outreach
Extensive Online Promotion at H&H
Email Marketing Campaign
Visit MelissaCutler.net
Manda Collins

Good Dukes Wear Black

High-stakes mystery and searing romance collide in the thrilling final book in the *Lords of Anarchy* trilogy.

Miss Ophelia Dauntry has never been one to back down from a challenge and when she begins to suspect that the notorious driving club, the Lords of Anarchy, has something to do with her friend's disappearance, she's determined to bring them to justice. The only problem: Piers Hamilton, the handsome but maddening Duke of Trent.

Piers spent a decade in the British Army, which thankfully was good preparation for membership in London's most mysterious driving club, which he joins to get information about his missing sister-in-law. And he'd have found her long ago if Ophelia would stop sticking her pretty nose where it doesn't belong. Can their mutual attraction be kept at bay long to stop the club? Or will the Lords of Anarchy make two more of their enemies vanish?

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

* Good Dukes Wear Black is the third book in the sexy and dangerous Lords of Anarchy trilogy, pitched as a Regency-set Sons of Anarchy, in which three friends will have to infiltrate the dangerous Lords of Anarchy driving club to find the truth behind their friend's death, and find love along the way.
* Manda Collins's profile is rising! She consistently receives rave reviews and was featured on *USA Today's* Happily Ever After blog.
* Manda's books regularly appear on the Bookscan Romance list.
* Manda's first book, *How to Dance with a Duke*, was nominated for a RT Book Reviews Reviewer's Choice Award for Debut Historical Author.

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

Donna Grant

Smoke and Fire

The stakes are raised and the passion burns hotter in the next Dark Kings novel from New York Times bestseller Donna Grant.

A shape-shifting dragon and a master with computers, Ryder is sent to protect Glasgow after the Dark attacked. But when memories of a sexy, explosive affair come back in the flesh, Ryder cannot help himself but protect her—even if it means shifting into the dragon he was never supposed to reveal...

Kinsey has always wanted more of Ryder. Every touch, every taste was never enough, But when she sees her true love in his true form, Kinsey feels betrayed. Her idea of a perfect man is not one who can shift into a dragon. But as her world becomes bathed in shadows Kinsey learns that in order to stay alive-and feel alive-she must be with Ryder. And being with Ryder brings a whole different kind of trouble...

KEY SELLING POINTS:
* We are publishing the Dark Kings series on a three month schedule to maximize buzz about the series while keeping fans eagerly awaiting more.
* Grant's first book in the series, Darkest Flame, saw an increase over her last book in her previous series. Print net sales were up 15% in the first four weeks on sale!
* Grant hit the New York Times and USA Today bestseller lists with her e-novella Dawn's Desire, making the Dark Kings a bestselling series.
* We will be serializing Smoke and Fire as we have done with her other Dark Kings novels to great success.
* We have three novelettes, which will be sure to put more readers under Donna Grant's spell.

"Charming and sizzling."-RT Book Reviews on Hot Blooded

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Matt Braun

The Savage Land

One of Matt Braun's most beloved novels—now newly repackaged!

Print Oliver gave his blood and his soul for the Confederacy. Then he came home to find his family ranch under siege from Union carpetbaggers and his neighbors turned against him. For the Texan there was no choice but to blaze a trail toward power, rounding up wild longhorns and driving them toward markets from Galveston to Abilene. But as Print forged an empire, his family paid a heavy toll. Now he had to make a bitter choice—between the blood of his own kin and the land he'd claimed with a dream.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Braun has written 42 books to date, with 40 million copies in print worldwide.
* Braun has received the Western Writers of America Golden Spur Award for his bestselling epic *The Kincaids.*
* Braun's newsletter reaches hundreds of booksellers and fans.
* Matt Braun was the recipient of The Cowboy Spirit Award in March of 2000 and was inducted into the Cowboy Hall of Fame.

"Matt Braun has a genius for taking real characters out of the Old West and giving them flesh-and-blood immediacy."—Dee Brown, author of *Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee*

"Matt Braun is a master storyteller of frontier history."—Elmer Kelton

"Matt Braun is head and shoulders above all the rest who would attempt to bring the gunmen of the old west to life."—Terry C. Johnston, author of The Plainsmen series
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